We compute some non-decoupling effects in the standard model, such as the ρ parameter, to all orders in the coupling constant expansion. We analyze their large order behavior and explicitly show how it is related to the non-perturbative cutoff dependence of these non-decoupling effects due to the triviality of the theory.
Introduction
Non-decoupling effects, such as the ρ parameter, have played a crucial role in restricting the parameters of the standard model using the precision electroweak measurements [1] . In these effects, the quantum effects of heavy particles in low energy physical observables are not suppressed by the heavy particle mass. In contrast to the cases where the decoupling theorem applies, these cases arise when the increase in the particle mass is accompanied by an increase in the strength of interactions, as it is in the standard model [2] .
In another direction, non-perturbatively, it has been established that for weak gauge couplings, the standard model is a theory defined with a physical cutoff at high energies, namely the triviality scale [3] [4] [5] [6] . This scale is always above the symmetry breaking scale for consistency and becomes lower as the top (or the Higgs) becomes heavier. The quantities measured at low energies should be insensitive to these high energy effects if the decoupling theorem applies. In non-decoupling effects, this does not necessarily hold since it actually sees the physics of the symmetry breaking scale even though they are measured at low energies. Indeed, it has been shown non-perturbatively using the 1/N F expansion that when the cutoff is of the order of the symmetry breaking scale, the nondecoupling effects inevitably exhibit non-universal behavior [7] [8] . (See also [9] where a similar conclusion is drawn from another approach.) This ambiguity is an inherent limitation of the standard model which needs to be defined with a high energy cutoff. The cutoff dependence of non-decoupling effects is the sensitivity at low energies to the physics beyond the standard model.
In this work, we will explicitly compute the perturbative behavior of some nondecoupling effects in the standard model to all orders, to leading order in the 1/N F expansion. Then we will show, in some cases, how the large order behavior is related to the aforementioned cutoff dependence of these non-decoupling effects necessitated by the triviality of the standard model. There has been considerable amount of work on the large order behavior of perturbation theory. (For a general review and references on the subject, see, for instance [10] [11] .) To our knowledge, our work is novel in that we explicitly show how the large order behavior of perturbation theory is related to the physical effects of triviality using a controlled non-perturbative approximation. In non-decoupling effects, these non-perturbative effects become substantial when the top or the Higgs mass is large.
First, let us consider the top contribution to the ρ parameter in the standard model. The one loop expression, to leading order in the gauge couplings, is
Here, y t is the Yukawa coupling for the top and G F is the Fermi's constant (
We see that this is a typical non-decoupling effect wherein the contribution to a low energy measurable parameter from a virtual top increases as a power of the top mass rather than fall off. The top contribution to the ρ parameter to leading order in the 1/N F expansion is [7] 
N F is the number of flavors and N C is the number of colors; in the standard model, N F = 2 and N C = 3. The Yukawa coupling constant, y t , renormalized at the scale s 0 has been used in the expression and the notation α y ≡ y 2 t N F /(32π 2 ) has been used for brevity. Also, m 2 t ≡ y 2 t v 2 /2. The renormalization point s 0 is arbitrary. The integral is not finite unless we cutoff the integral at the scale Λ 2 . The cutoff is Λ 2 is smaller than, but is of the same order as the triviality scale, s t triv = s 0 exp(1/α y ). This triviality scale has a typical nonperturbative dependence on the coupling and is a physical parameter independent of the renormalization scale s 0 . We note that the cutoff for the non-perturbative expression for the ρ parameter in (2) is not only natural from the point of view of triviality, but necessary. The existence of the cutoff leads to a cutoff dependence of the ρ parameter. These nonuniversal effects can be substantial when the cutoff is of the order of the symmetry breaking scale, v 2 . Let us analyze δρ top in the perturbative context: To leading order in the 1/N F expansion, we may obtain the perturbative series to all orders in the coupling constant expansion as
In the perturbative context, there is no triviality scale; it is both unnatural and unnecessary to cutoff the momentum integrals and we shall not do so. We have chosen to renormalize at the scale s 0 = m 2 t for convenience. The large order behavior of the coefficients of the perturbative series may be obtained using a saddle point approximation as
Numerically, the agreement is better than 0.1% for n ≥ 14. A couple of comments are in order: First, we see that the perturbative series has zero radius of convergence. This is not surprising since we do not expect the theory to make sense when the Yukawa coupling constant is imaginary [12] . Second, the perturbative series is not even Borel summable [13] . That is, using the integral expression for n!, we may derive an integral expression incorporating the higher order behavior of the perturbative series for δρ top as
This expression is ill-defined due to the existence of a pole on the positive real axis in the integrand. From this, we see that there is no obvious way to obtain an unambiguous prediction from the perturbative result. Within the perturbative context, it is not clear whether this is a limitation of the perturbation theory or something deeper.
In view of the non-perturbative understanding explained previously, we may understand the physics underlying the breakdown of the perturbation theory in δρ top . Using the resummed expression (5), we could try to make sense out of the whole perturbative series by somehow regulating the integral, for instance, by cutting off the integral at z < 1. This, however, leads to inherent ambiguities in the result, which we can estimate to be of order 1/α y exp(−1/α y ). These ambiguities are none other than the cutoff dependence of the non-perturbative result for δρ top in (2) introduced by triviality. Indeed, these cutoff effects may be obtained from (2) to be O(v 2 /s t triv ) = O(1/α y exp(−1/α y )). As previously mentioned, the renormalization scale s 0 was chosen to be at m 2 t . Had we chosen another scale, the coupling constant expansion would have been slightly more complicated, but it would not have changed the properties of the perturbative series, in particular, its non Borel summability and the consequent ambiguity. This is consistent with the fact that this ambiguity, or equivalently, the cutoff effects in δρ top are physical so that it should not depend on the choice of the renormalization scheme at all.
Next, we consider the Higgs contribution to the ρ parameter in the standard model. The one loop expression is
In this case, the low energy observable grows logarithmically with respect to the heavy particle mass, in accordance with the screening theorem [14] . The non-perturbative expression for δρ Higgs , to leading order in the 1/N F expansion, is [7] δρ
Here, we used the notations
and λ H is the renormalized coupling constant at the scale s 0 . As in the top case, the non-perturbative expression is not finite unless a cutoff Λ 2 is imposed, which leads to the cutoff dependence of the result. The triviality scale is s H triv ≡ s 0 exp(1/α λ ) and the cutoff is Λ 2 < ∼ s H triv . We may obtain the perturbative series to all orders to leading order in the 1/N F expansion as
where
The large order behavior of the coefficients in the series is
This is similar to the top case and the resummed series is
which again is ill-defined due to the pole at z = 1. This leads to the ambiguity in the resummed series of order g ′2 v 2 /s H triv which again may be identified with the cutoff effects in δρ Higgs due to triviality. As we can see from the one loop results (1), (6) , the top and the Higgs cases differ qualitatively. However, the non-perturbative ambiguity due to triviality and its relation to the large order behavior of their perturbative expansion is essentially the same, apart from the overall factor of g ′2 . The singularity in the Borel transform we have found is ultraviolet in origin and is sometimes called a "renormalon" effect [10] [15]. This should be distinguished from the divergence of perturbation series which is infrared in origin, such as the behavior that is associated with the classical solutions in the massless scalar theory [16] . In the theories which have no asymptotic freedom, this second kind of divergence result in alternating signs for the coefficient of the perturbation series, which can produce singularities on the negative real axis in the Borel transform. This will not prevent us from resumming the perturbation theory to obtain an unambiguous number. The role of the infrared and the ultraviolet are thought to be reversed in asymptotically free theories.
To summarize, the perturbative series for δρ top , δρ Higgs are not only divergent but also not Borel summable. This leads to ambiguities in the resummed series for δρ top , δρ Higgs which can be identified with the non-universal effects in these nondecoupling effects introduced due to triviality of the standard model. It is important to note that this argument cannot be reversed. It is possible for additional non-perturbative contributions to exist that is not apparent within the perturbation theory, even if we compute the perturbative series to all orders. In particular, even if the series is convergent, there could be non-perturbative contributions. This is clearly illustrated in the next example.
Let us consider the heavy fermion contribution to the so-called S parameter [17] from the longitudinal modes of the gauge bosons. This parameter which we callS, is to one loop,S = N C 12π (11) per one heavy fermion multiplet. In this non-decoupling effect, the contribution from the heavy particles is a constant with respect to the heavy particle mass. To leading order in the 1/N F expansion, the non-perturbative expression for this parameter is [8] 
The perturbative expansion for this parameter is exactly (11) to all orders. The perturbative series is not only Borel summable, but it has an infinite radius of convergence. However this observable also has the same kind of cutoff effects as δρ top , δρ Higgs . The cutoff de-
y exp(−1/(2α y ))), which is completely hidden from perturbation theory. It should perhaps be pointed out, however, that in the same theory, there also exist non-decoupling effects whose perturbation series are non-Borel summable, such as δρ top in (3).
In closing, we would like to comment on non-decoupling effects in supersymmetric theories. In general, the quantum properties of supersymmetric theories qualitatively differ from those of the non-supersymmetric theories, as exemplified by the so-called "nonrenormalization theorems". It has been shown, however, that the supersymmetric standard model is also a theory defined with a cutoff, namely the triviality scale, in a manner similar to the standard model [18] . The ρ parameter has been computed non-perturbatively in some cases and it has cutoff dependence due to triviality as in the non-supersymmetric case [19] . The contribution of the top supermultiplet to the ρ parameter is essentially the same as δρ top analyzed above when there are no soft breaking terms and no mixing of the Higgs supermultiplets. Therefore, at least in this case, the relation between the large order behavior of perturbation theory and the non-universal effects due to triviality may be understood in a manner identical to the non-supersymmetric case. We expect the above understanding of the relation between the perturbation theory and the non-perturbative effects due to triviality to apply in general to non-decoupling effects in supersymmetric theories with triviality.
